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Abstract
We have introduced a relativistic electron trajectory code EGUN (W.B. Herrmannsfeldt, 
SLAC-331 (1988), [1]) to design Magnetron Injection Guns (MIG) for new gyrotrons. In EGUN, an 
axisymmetric Poisson’s equation is solved by the finite difference method for evaluation of the 
distribution of the electrostatic potential between the electrodes. In addition to the structure of the 
electrodes, the external magnetic field can be set in the axisymmetric geometry. The electron 
trajectory in the applied electromagnetic field is calculated with a relativistic equation of motion by 
using the Runge-Kutta method. 
In this study, a comparison of the calculated result is made between EGUN and other code 
EPOSR [2] for check on validity and applicability of EGUN. Pre- and post-processing codes have 
been developed for EGUN for efficient design of new MIG’s. We have just started design 
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